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Introduction.

Passage. John 21:15-25  [Optionally, you may look at post-resurrection appearances of Jesus with mention of
Peter or the disciples in John 20:1-9, 20:19-23, and most notably, 21:1-14]

Theme & issues: How God restores us after we sin, make mistakes, etc.; what forgiveness and restoration mean
in terms of our relationship with God and our Christian service; learning lessons from our mistakes

Note. The following commentary has a little more technical detail than usual, because some preachers and lay
theologians  like  to  make a big deal  out  of  some minor  linguistic  details  in  the  text.  My discussion below
explains what is important and what isn't, and why much of the technical detail you might hear elsewhere is not
necessary and actually can distract us from the main points of the passage. But some people in your Bible study
may  raise  these  points,  or  you  will  hear  them  in  sermons.  So  basically,  the  main  point  of  my  technical
discussion is that you don't need a technical discussion.  

Background and commentary.

Up to this point, Jesus has appeared to the disciples as a group at least several times, Peter included. We do
not  know if Peter had any private conversations with Jesus apart from the group, or what kind of reconciliation
might  have  taken  place  between  them  individually.  But  in  the  optional  passages  above  describing  post-
resurrection events, we do see Peter enthusiastically and even joyfully going after Jesus, and no mention of a
rebuke from Jesus. I would assume or infer that Peter would have apologized and sought forgiveness, but that's
speculative on my part and probably open to debate. Nonetheless, apart from forgiveness, there's another matter
of reinstating Peter in 21:15-15; and perhaps this was Jesus' way of extending forgiveness to Peter as well. 

You should read the first half of chapter 21 as well for yourself, and maybe in the Bible study as well. Jesus
reinstates Peter, so to speak, into his ministry as a disciple with three questions. The first thing you should
notice is that the three questions and answers mirrors the three times Peter was asked and denied Jesus in the
courtyard of the high priest. That repetition itself is key, and another interesting thing is how Jesus varies his
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wording of the question, especially in the original Greek as John recorded it. I'm going to outline this word
variation and what it might mean, and you may have heard about this in sermons already. But there is also some
uncertainty and theological debate about exactly what conclusions are to be drawn from this stylistic change. So
I would caution you not to get too caught up with analyzing the different Greek words (for example, if someone
in your Bible study has heard some in-depth exposition of this matter in sermons and wants to fixate on it). As I
will explain, the difference in the Greek wording doesn't really matter, so noticing the repetition and variation in
wording in your own Bible (English, Chinese, or whatever you use) will be sufficient. The problem is that some
preachers or people delving into the Greek with insufficient linguistic training have made a big deal over the
Greek words for 'love' in this text, when this difference is not quite so important. 

Let's look at the general differences in wording first. 

Jesus' question Peter's reply Jesus' reply

1 Simon, son of John, do you truly love me
more than these? 

Yes, Lord, you know that I love you. Feed my lambs.

2 Simon son of John, do you truly love me? Yes, Lord, you know that I love you. Take care of my sheep.

3 Do you love me? Lord,  you  know  all  things;  you  know
that I love you.

Feed my sheep. 

+ v18: I tell you the truth...
Follow me!

You can see that Jesus is varying his wording, like 'feed / take care of', 'sheep / lambs' and how he phrases his
questions, “do you love me?” He then gives an indication of how Peter is to die later, which he concludes with
the command to follow him. Obviously there's not much difference in meaning between 'feed / take care of', or
in the way Jesus posed his questions. A simple way to explain this might be like this: Think about what you do
in a conversation to make a point, for something that is hard to understand, hard to communicate, or when the
other person doesn't  get  it  or is even stubborn.  What do you do? You repeat  things and rephrase them for
emphasis  or clarity.  Or in a sermon or motivational  speech, a speaker may use rhetorical  devices based on
repeating and rephrasing for emphasis and memorability. That's basically what's going on here. Jesus is trying
to make a point, and it's not just a simple matter of ascertaining whether Peter loves Jesus in any simple human
sense of the word 'love'. 

A similar but more sophisticated stylistic or linguistic explanation along the same vein, which I prefer, has
to do with Hebrew parallelism. If you've done Bible  studies  on the Psalms or other biblical  poetry,  you've
hopefully at least read about this aspect of Hebrew poetry, and of Near Eastern literature in general (see the
handout on understanding biblical poetry on the website for the Fall 2003 Bible studies). Most biblical poetry
works based on parallelism, where an idea is stated in one phrase, and the next phrase repeats or expands on the
same idea in different words – a semantic based form of poetry. For example, Psalm 62:2 says, 

[A] He alone is my rock and my salvation; 
[B]  he is my fortress, I will never be shaken.

Here,  line  B repeats  the  same  idea  as  in  A with  different  wording,  and  also  expands  on  it  a  bit.  This  is
convenient for biblical literature, because it is easier to remember, and it emphasizes ideas by repetition. This is
not just used in poetry and literature, but throughout Near Eastern culture. Less formal types of parallelism are
common rhetorical devices that could be used in sermons, speeches, and other contexts, not just in poetry. So
Jesus isn't trying to be poetic, but he's just using a normal rhetorical device that would common in the culture,
especially for religious teachers like Jesus – as a rabbi, it would be natural for him to use such stylistic devices
in sermons or in personal teaching situations. Here he uses it to make a point, emphasize it, and develop it. So
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what is his point? I'll get to that in a later section, after I address some pesky technical matters. 

The exaggerations about Greek words for love.
You have probably heard in sermons or Bible classes that there are two Greek words in the original Greek

of the New Testament for 'love' – agapē ( KGLMKGN'O ) and philos (P<Q/RTSVUXW ), and their verb forms agapaō ( KGLMKGNYKGZ )
and phileō (PFQ/R\[�Z ). Philos is generally defined as intimate, personal, or affection type love, like between friends
or family members, or between husband and wife; i.e., human love and emotional love, as distinct from spiritual
love. Agape is defined as more spiritual love, Christian love, and divine love; it is a love that we can choose to
exercise and control by our will, as when we choose to love others, when we are commanded to love God (and
choose to do so out obedience and gratitude), or when we are commanded to love our enemies. This distinction
is generally helpful in theology and in understanding a number of biblical texts. However, the distinction is a
general one and not always absolute. They can sometimes be used interchangeably, and early Christian writers
don't  follow the  distinction  slavishly  in  writing  the  New Testament.  They  may  interchange  the  words  for
stylistic  or  other  reasons.  But the  word distinction in  this  story  it  is  often exaggerated and misused --  the
distinction doesn't really apply here and it breaks down if you try to interpret the words literally in this passage.
In this story the words are used more interchangeably and pretty much synonymously.

This distinction is often raised in connection with this passage, because of how Jesus alternates these two
verbs in his questions, while Peter always responds with phileo, as this table shows. The NIV tries to show this
distinction by translating agapao as 'truly love'. 

Jesus' question Peter's reply Jesus' reply

1 Simon,  son  of  John,  do  you  truly  love
[agapao] me more than these? 

Yes, Lord, you know that I love [phileo]
you.

Feed my lambs.

2 Simon  son  of  John,  do  you  truly  love
[agapao] me?

Yes, Lord, you know that I love [phileo]
you.

Take care of my sheep.

3 Do you love [phileo] me? Lord,  you  know  all  things;  you  know
that I love [phileo] you.

Feed my sheep.  

Some preachers and lay theologians try to make major interpretive points over the choice of verbs in Jesus'
questions and Peter's replies. They say, for example, that Peter didn't understand the spiritual love that Jesus
was talking about, and was responding in terms of human, emotional love. In that case it's not clear why Jesus
would switch to  phileo in the third questions, except that some say that Jesus was being understanding and
accommodating to (giving in to) Peter's ignorance. Some say that at that time agapao didn't originally have this
meaning of spiritual love, and Jesus was using the word in a novel way, which Peter just didn't understand. And
you'll probably hear other strange interpretations based on the different verbs here.

The  first  problem  with  this  is  that  these  two  verbs  do  sometimes  overlap,  and  the  distinction  is  not
necessarily  always followed in biblical or secular Greek literature. For example, the following passages do not
follow this strict distinction, or interpreting them accordingly would not make sense.

] The Father himself loves (phileo) you, because you have loved (phileo) me. (John 16:27)] If any man does not love (phileo)  the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be accursed. (1 Cor. 16:22)] For the Father loves (phileo) the Son. (John 5:20)] Greet those who love (phileo) us in the faith. (Titus 3:15 )] Then Peter turned and saw the disciple whom Jesus loved (agapao). (John 21:20; also 19:26, 21:7)] The Lord disciplines those he loves (agapao) (Heb. 12:6)] Those whom I love (phileo) I rebuke and discipline. (Rev. 3:19)

Also, in the context of John 21, assigning different meanings to the 'love' verbs  does not really make sense. It

1 As in Philadelphia, the cheese of brotherly love.  ^   Two other Greek words that are roughly equivalent to 'love' do not
appear in the New Testament: _\`\acb�dTe , fstorg , for familial love and affection, and e ghb�i�jkf, lr s, for sexual love.m



makes no more sense to do so than it would to strain at getting significant meaning from the difference between
'feed / take care of' and 'sheep / lambs'. Another problem is that Jesus would have spoken in Aramaic to his
disciples (a language closely related to Old Testament Hebrew, which was commonly spoken by Jews at the
time2),  not  Greek.  Like most  languages,  Aramaic  only has one verb for  'love'.  It  was John who made this
distinction  in  the  wording,  to  convey  stylistically  in  Greek  prose  what  Jesus  intended  and  what  he  was
expressing, both verbally and indirectly. John is expressing Jesus words, which already use some parallelism,
with a little extra stylistic word variation that is also probably for the sake of parallelism. In this  case,  the
parallelism serves to drive home a point – to make it clear, more emphatic, and to develop it further. 

Finally,  focusing  so much on these  Greek words  really  distracts  us  from the  the  context  of  the  whole
passage, and it distracts us from the points Jesus is trying to make. So you don't need to worry about any Greek
to understand this passage. It's clear enough in whatever version you read (as long as you're not trying to read
the  Greek  yourself).  And  in  case  anyone  raises  the  issue  in  your  Bible  study,  you  can  explain  why it  is
unimportant and unhelpful to worry these trivial matters in this passage. 

So what's his point?
What is he trying to convey? Imagine Jesus repeatedly asking you, “Do you love me?” Like Peter, by the

third iteration, you may be left wondering, “Yes, I love you – what's the point, Jesus?!” It's not that Jesus really
doubts or denies Peter's affirmations of his love. The point, I think, is didactic (teaching, instructive), to make
Peter think about a deeper question: Do you really  love me – do you know what it really means to love me?
What it means is explained from v18 when he explains how Peter will die, and concludes with “follow me”.
Jesus explains what true love of him entails. Love of Jesus means taking care of his flock, following him, and
even dying for  him.  Thus,  Jesus  commands him to follow.  True love  for  Jesus  means following him,  and
following him includes taking care of brothers and sisters. This verb for follow is  KonTSVRS�pVqr[�Z;s  akoloutheō 'to
follow as a disciple'. Jesus commands Peter to follow him again. In doing so, he is restoring Peter to active
service. 

The most important aspect of restoration is restoring the bond of love between offended parties. After you
experience a fight or a hurt in a relationship – with your spouse, significant other, parent, child, best friend, etc.
-- besides simple confession and forgiveness, there's also restoring the bond of affection. With a couple, it's
reaffirming verbally (and otherwise) that they still love each other. With God, our spiritual restoration means
not only confession,  repentance, and forgiveness, but also reaffirming our love for God. We seek forgiveness
on account of God's great love for us, even appealing to his love when we ask for forgiveness (Psalm 51:1). But
the point of all that is not just a ritual you do to make things “okay” after you've done something wrong. It's to
restore  the  intimate,  moment-by-moment  and  daily  personal  fellowship  with  God,  as  part  of  our  personal
relationship with him. That's the whole point of forgiveness, reconciliation, and restoration. In fact, when we
talk about restoration, it's good to ask, what is it that we're restoring? We're restoring the bonds of fellowship
and the quality intimate relationship with God.  So asking forgiveness should never be so ritualistic as we often
make it. It should be heartfelt and focused on our spiritual relationship with God; and it should focus on love for
God and his love for us. 

Secondly, if we really love God, it necessarily entails following Christ and serving – serving him directly
and serving his flock, his church. This is another important aspect to Peter's restoration, as Jesus is restoring
him to effective spiritual ministry as one of the leading disciples. In doing so, Jesus expresses his confidence in
Peter to serve him faithfully. Likewise, when God restores us, he wants to restore us to meaningful ministry in
the church. Whatever he calls us to, expects us to serve faithfully, and desires for us to prosper and be blessed in
our ministry. And we should remember that we're all called to serve him in some way, be it living a consistent
and faithful Christian life as a witness to others, encouraging and helping brothers and sisters in various ways,
inviting non-believers to church or fellowship, or formally serving in a position of leadership in your church or
fellowship.  To follow Christ is to serve him and his flock. That is why Jesus adds his command to “follow me”

2 In fact, the actors in the movie The Passion of the Christ speak Latin and Aramaic, which is another aspect in which the
movie tries to be as authentic as possible. However, they probably have the dialects wrong, as we don't know much
about  the  particular  dialects  spoken  at  the  time  by  Jewish  people;  and  Jews  and  Romans  would  have  also
communicated in Greek, which was an official administrative language along with Latin. t



to what he says. 
To reinstate Peter, Jesus not only had to make sure that Peter loved him, but to also teach him what it means

to love and follow him. Of course, Jesus knew his heart, but to test him, he asked him this three-fold question
that reminded him of his earlier denials. I think the purpose of testing him was for Peter to search his heart and
learn what was really important to him, and to make Peter think and realize what commitment to Christ means –
namely, absolute love and devotion, which in turn mean faithful service as a disciple (follower). 

Now Peter,  James  and  John were  part  of  an  “inner  circle”  of  disciples,  with  whom Jesus  spent  more
personal time to teach and train. They were with Jesus apart from the other disciples at some key events and
teaching  moments  (like  at  the  Mount  of  Transfiguration,  his  prayer  at  Gethsemane,  the  raising  of  Jairus'
daughter). Jesus groomed them especially for leadership, and they were major or significant leaders in the early
church. In this passage in John 21, it's just Peter, John and Jesus, and John referred to himself in his gospel
indirectly and humbly as “the other disciple” and “the disciple whom Jesus loved”. After the three-fold question
and response between Jesus and Peter, Jesus tells Peter how he is to die. It's not clear if Peter really understands
this slightly enigmatic prediction, but it certainly doesn't sound good. John is with them, and Peter then asks,
“what about him?” It's not entirely clear what Peter's motivation is in asking this, though this is probably worth
discussing – e.g., is it jealousy or idle curiosity? My guess is that he wonders if he is being singled out for
martyrdom, or if others like John will suffer a similar fate3. Maybe there's still some inter-disciple rivalry or
jealousy.

Whatever motivated the question,  Jesus deflects it  in his  response. His response basically means:  Don't
worry, it's not for you to worry about him. Whatever happens to you or him is God's will, and it's all in God's
hands. Don't worry so much about the future or your positions or success (or his). Don't worry too much about
others. You should focus on what's important – love of God, following Christ, and serving. So he concludes by
reiterating, “follow me”. 

 

Application.

After we stumble spiritually it's easy to feel guilty. We may even worry if God would ever want to use us
again. Peter had repeatedly shown himself to be rash, impulsive, unbalanced, and out of touch with God's will.
But after denying Christ, he would probably be racked with guild over this for the rest of his life. Sometimes
when we've stumbled, we don't know how to ask forgiveness or restore our spiritual lives. Maybe we ask God
for forgiveness, but still don't feel forgiven, or still don't feel like he would want to use us. Or sometimes our
seeking forgiveness is too ritualistic. Sometimes we keep feeling guilty and regretful about something we did in
the past, something that keeps haunting us. We may have sought forgiveness from God and others, but keep
feeling guilty; this is because we can't forgive ourselves and forget about it. In such cases our understanding of
forgiveness and restoration may be too superficial, and we remain in bondage to guilt (as in guilt feelings, as
opposed to genuine guilt,  which is real debt before God, which is removed by God's grace) and feelings of
inadequacy. Our ability to grow and serve God is hindered as a result. 

It's important to understand what forgiveness and restoration are all about: restoring the bonds of love and
intimacy between us and God. As explained above, this is just like forgiveness and reconciliation in our other,
more  human  relationships.  A  relationship  cannot  continue  without  doing  so;  otherwise,  it  will  be  quite
dysfunctional. So forgiveness isn't just a ritual we go thru, or something we do just to make things “okay” with
God. We have to understand that the relationship has been harmed by our sin (and/or foolishness); it certainly
doesn't terminate the relationship, of course, but the emotional and relational bonds have to be repaired. The
wrongs have to be addressed and confessed sincerely, not just ritualistically. It's important to reaffirm our love
for God, for our own personal sake as well as for the sake of our fellowship with God. In a sense we do so when

3 As far as we know, John wasn't martyred was the only one of the 12 to die a natural death. To the best of our knowledge,
he probably died as an old man while serving as Bishop of Ephesus in Asia Minor (modern day Turkey). Peter was
executed under Emperor Nero (crucified upside down, according to church tradition), probably in the late 60's, around
the time Paul was also executed. James was killed by sword by Herod Agrippa I around A.D. 44 (Acts 12:2). This James
the apostle is not to be confused with another James, the half-brother of Jesus, who wrote the Epistle of James and led
the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 12, 15). u



we confess and repent, but sometimes it's helpful to do so explicitly, at least for our own benefit, e.g., to remind
ourselves that we need to love God. 

Peter's case was serious, so Jesus deliberately “went fishing” for this kind of affirmation from Peter.  If
we've  done  something  serious,  or  something  that  we just  can't  get  over  (like  recurring  guilt),  we need  to
understand how complete God's  love and forgiveness are.  To regain a proper  spiritual  attitude,  we need to
reaffirm  our  love  for  God.  And  we  need  to  understand  what  love  of  God  entails.  We  often  say  it  non-
nonchalantly or lightly. Jesus teaches Peter what it really means. True love of God translates into service – we
serve  Christ  by serving his  flock,  taking care  of  other  believers.  And most  importantly,  we follow him as
disciples,  as  committed  and devoted  followers.  That  means  spending  time  with  him,  fellowship  with  him,
submission to him, learning and obeying his teachings, etc. 

But lest we get distracted by other things, we are reminded to just follow him. We don't  need to worry
unduly about others, whether they are more spiritually successful, etc. We are called to be single-minded and
fully focused in following him, even if it means persecution, difficulty, or death for his name's sake. 

We also need a proper attitude toward our past mistakes and failures. Guilt feelings are a trap from the
devil. They hinder us from fully accepting God's grace and forgiveness, and from forgiving ourselves. Guilt also
keeps us from learning from our mistakes. Rather, God wants us to learn our lessons from our mistakes, and go
on to serve him more. That's why Jesus engaged in his three-fold question and answer lesson with Peter. It's not
just  enough to get forgiven, but we need to learn. We need to examine our hearts,  for example, to see our
weaknesses that have led to our falls. Maybe we need to learn more about God, ourselves, or others. A proper
biblical response is to make sure we gain wisdom and learn lessons from mistakes, rather than ignore them or
keep feeling guilty. 

Finally, after we've been restored and have learned our lessons, we need to get up, lick our wounds, and
continue serving God and growing spiritually. From our mistakes, experiences, and lessons learned, we not only
learn important spiritual lessons and grow deeper spiritually, but we can then minister better to others who face
similar difficulties. 

So in the Bible studies, some issues to raise are: how we understand and approach forgiveness (within the
context  of  a  personal  relationship  with  Christ),  problems  we have  with  forgiveness,  what  forgiveness  and
restoration are all about, how we handle mistakes in our Christian lives, what love means in practice, how love
entails spiritual service and even sacrifice, and how we demonstrate and witness to our love for God. 

Discussion questions.

Observation questions.

1. Although it is unclear here, what do you think Jesus meant when he asked, “ Do you love me more than
these?”  Love more than what, perhaps? More importantly, why does he want Peter to love him more than
anything?

2. Why did Jesus ask him three times if he loved him? By the third time, how would Peter probably feel? 

3. Why is Jesus doing this? Is he trying to make him feel bad, or to shame him? 

4. Why does Jesus then answer, “ feed / take care of my sheep / lambs” ? 

5. What does this  command mean? And what does  it  have to do with Peter's love of Jesus? What is  the
relationship between love and service?

6. Why does Jesus then command him, “ Follow me”?

7. Why does Jesus speak of how Peter is to die? [hint: sacrifice] 

8. What does sacrifice have to do with love? Why does Peter's love lead to the ultimate sacrifice of his life? Do
you think Peter understood this enigmatic prediction? 
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9. Why does Peter then ask about John, who happens to be nearby (“ the other disciple” )?

10. What might have been Peter's motivation in asking, “ what about him”?

11. How does Jesus respond? (In what kind of tone do you think Jesus answered?)  What does his response mean?

12. How might Jesus' three-fold questioning of Peter been instructional? Why would Jesus use this technique?
[hint: he was a rabbi, a religious teacher; and he's God] 

Forgiveness and restoration.
1. Imagine that you've seriously sinned or have been unfaithful, and God somehow spoke to you and asked

you, “Do you love me?” How would you respond? How would you feel if God asked you this three times?
What would you think?  Would it make you feel hurt? Guilty? 

2. How might it be (1) an act of love on God's part, and (2) God's attempt to teach you something? Teach you
what? 

3. What means does God use to bring us to repentance? To restore us? How might it hurt sometimes when God
tries to restore us? What is God's purpose in doing so?  

4. Recount some examples from personal experience (or of others you know) of how God brings back and
restores people. Why is he sometimes indirect, when he could easily be more forceful? 

5. What does he restore us to? Are we automatically restored to the same level  of ministry or service as
before? 

Forgiveness and love.
1. What does love have to do with reconciliation with God, or spiritual restoration? 
2. Isn't it enough to just ask God for forgiveness? 
3. Is forgiveness just a matter to say you're sorry? Is it valid to keep asking for forgiveness mechanically or

ritualistically, and going on? How might that be abusing God's grace? 
4. Why is it important to reaffirm our love for God?  When is it a good idea to do so?
5. After sinning, why did King David appeal to God's love as a basis for forgiveness? (Psalm 51:1) Why would

this be helpful to him as he seeks forgiveness?
6. To use a more familiar example: After couples argue and make up, why might they reaffirm their love for

each other? (Telling each other, “I love you” after reconciling – don't they know that already?) 
7. How often do you express your love to God? 
8. Why is  that  important  in a spiritual  relationship (just  as in human relationships)?  Why is  it  especially

helpful in the process of forgiveness and restoration? 
9. Do you ever reaffirm your love of God when you seek forgiveness? Do you ever appeal to his love when

you ask for forgiveness? 

Love = following and service.
1. What does it mean for you to love Christ “more than these” -- to love him more than anything else? [v15]
2. What does love have to do with service?  Why should love naturally lead to serving? 
3. Can you love God and not serve? Can you really serve without a strong love for God? 
4. If  we love  God,  then  why are  we expected  to  serve?  What  do 'service'  and 'ministry'  mean?  Do they

necessarily mean serving in public positions of leadership? 
5. Review: What does it mean to 'follow Christ'? To be a disciple? 
6. In what ways do you serve? In what ways should you be serving? In what ways could you serve in the

future? 
7. How can you serve “in the background” if you don't feel called to positions of spiritual leadership? How can

you serve even though you might be a young, immature, or inexperienced believer? 
8. Have you ever thought about serving as a coworker in the fellowship? Or in some fellowship or churchw



ministry? (If no, then why not?) If you're not ready yet, what might you be interested in or called to later
when you're more mature? 

Learning, growing, serving.
1. How should we handle our mistakes as Christians? Is it a good idea to feel guilty? To keep remembering

past mistakes and sins? How can that hinder you spiritually?
2. In  such  cases,  do  you  think  you've  forgiven  yourself?  Do  you  think  you've  fully  understood  God's

forgiveness and grace? 
3. Is it a good idea to just forget mistakes and go on? Why might than not be good, either? In that case, do you

get to learn from your mistakes? What happens if you don't learn your lessons?
4. What does God want us to learn from our mistakes? What kind of lessons do we learn from them? How do

we grow as a result? 
5. What are some specific ways you could help others, based on your past mistakes and difficulties?
6. In Luke 21:31-32 Jesus predicted that after denying him, he would “strengthen his brothers”. What does that

mean? How would Peter's experience and lessons enable him to help others? To minister to others in a way
that was never before possible? 

7. Is it easy to be restored to the same level of service and ministry? When might that be a problem?
8. On the other hand, how might it lead (at some point) to a deeper level of service or ministry? 

Obstacles in service.
9. What is the price of service? Even though you may not be called to make “the ultimate sacrifice” as Peter

was, how does spiritual service entail sacrifice? Does that scare you away from ministry or service? 
10. What would God want you to give up, for the sake of serving him? Can you give up everything? (What does

it mean to give up everything?) 
11. We are often tempted to compare ourselves to others within the body of Christ or our area of service. Or we

can be distracted  by our  own ambitions  or agendas.  What  would Jesus  say to  that?  How can that  be a
hindrance? Why does Jesus tell Peter essentially, “Don't worry about him – follow me!” 

12. Can you give some real life examples of such distractions? What are their causes?
13. What / Whom is to be our absolute focus in serving? How do we stay properly focused? How do we keep

ourselves from being distracted by comparisons with others, personal ambitions, etc.?

Prayer time.

Individually and/or as a group, spend time in confession and repentance. If there are past mistakes bothering
you, clear those up right now; learn to forgive yourself, and pray to fully understand God's forgiveness, grace,
and the power of the cross – the power of the blood applied to you personally. Pray for release from the spiritual
bondage of guilt. Pray to gain wisdom and learn lessons from past mistakes, and to grow deeper spiritually as a
result. Pray that God would then use you to help others. Pray for a deeper understanding of God's love. Reaffirm
and declare your love for God, your willingness to follow and serve, even if it leads to persecution, difficulties,
or death. Pray for a heart for serving God. Pray about how God would want to use you and how he would want
you to serve in your church or fellowship. 
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